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It's a brand new Mad Libs based on the long-running TV series Dr. Who!Â This Mad Libs is 48

pages with 21 original stories.
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I'm a fan of Doctor Who and loved Mad Libs as a child. These are simple, fun, make you laugh and

give language practice for parts of speech. I suggest writing your answers on a sheet of paper

instead of in the book so that it may be used over and over. This was great fun. Great gift idea or

stocking stuffer for a Whovian!

Mad Libs once again makes its indelible mark on the great literature of our time. The writing is

always witty, often clever, and always downright hilarious when handed off to their fans to complete

the narratives. Nothing is spared the humorist's pen in this small book, especially when that

humorist is your ten year old boy who will embellish these tales with apt descriptions of "stinky"

Daleks and Cybermen's "nuts."

Of all the things my daughter got for christmas, including all of the things that she wanted SO badly,

this was the present that got the most excited squeels! And it was a somewhat last minute gift,



almost an afterthought.

I love Doctor Who and so does my 8 year old son. I recently introduced him to the world of Mad

Libs. Perfect for him as he learns about verbs, nouns, and others in school. I saw this and got giddy

with excitement. He'll get it in his Easter basket. I flipped through the pages and I know we'll have

fun with it.I've seen others post about writing the words on pieces of paper. I suggest writing lightly

with a pencil. It's easy enough to erase. It's what we did in my own childhood. Mechanical pencils

works best!!

If you are a Dr Who fan and enjoy Mad Libs, this will be right up your alley. It's pretty standard for

Mad Lib fare and a little more generic than I thought. I anticipated it using a little more Dr Who

jargon, but you can gain maximum enjoyment from this with a rudimentary (very rudimentary)

knowledge of the series. For that reason I was going to post 4 stars, but upon reflection, it really is

just what it says it is and fairly inexpensive to boot. If you are not really into Mad Libs, there isn't

enough here to enjoy. Great stocking stuffer for my Whovian son--I figure he can play it over the

phone with his Whovian girlfriend!

It seems like Mad Libs have been around forever. Actually, writing this review spurred a minor

history lesson in the Mad Lib. Created in 1953, it wasn't given it's classic name until 5 years later. I

remember loving these when I was younger, but didn't realize it was that much older than me. This

Doctor Who themed version, is an easy way to intrigue my young Whovian, and with the fun of Mad

Libs the rest will happen on its own.There's no doubt in my mind that products like Mad Libs help

enforce the ideas they're already learning in school. Without even realizing it, they'll be expanding

their vocabulary, reading, practicing proper use of different word types and most importantly, having

fun in the process! With a little creative thinking, these stories about the Doctor and his adventures

through time and space take on a whole new life, and a bring with them a whole lot of laughter.

Geronimo!

I bought this for my granddaughter who happens to love watching Doctor Who and enjoys Mad Libs.

She was excited to receive the little gift, She took it on her ski trip and it made the road trip go

quickly. She and her girlfriend enjoyed some humour and kept their minds busy.

I like the Mad Libs - they are cute and fun. My only complaint is that the pages are so thin! I bought



these with the intention of tearing out the pages and sending them along with Doctor Who-themed

sewing gifts I sell online, as a gifted "extra." They haven't worked out well enough to send to

customers, because the pages are too thin! More than once, the pages have ripped when I was

tenderly attempting to package up a customer's order.I think if you are ordering these for yourself to

have a little DW fun, then go for it. The stories are cute. They just didn't work out for what I bought

them for.
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